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			(Writer standing by.)
>> FEMALE SPEAKER:  Okay, I think we're going to go ahead and get started, and I'm going to try really hard not to, like, get feedback on the mic, which I have done in the past.  My name is Mary Catherine Hess.  I am here with my colleague, Doug Dittfurth, who works with the Texas department of state health services.  We're here to talk about the Texas EHDI program.  I'm going to turn it over to Doug and he's going to get started with our first session.  That was my best Texas accent because I needed to make sure it was clear.  Not just a branded iron, which looks like this. 
>> MALE SPEAKER:  I did get a branded iron made just for the presentation, so we can TEHDI‑approve newborn screening programs.  Okay, so just to remind everybody of the learning objectives that we did that were on the website, so the learner will be able to apply the certification process as explained in their state's EHDI program in accordance with statutes and/or regulations, and then the learner will be able to evaluate the certification process as explained, and if favorable, to develop an appropriate process to implement with their EHDI programming.  The presentation outlined today is we're just going to talk a little bit about the EHDI continued care, the basis of a report card and a certification metrics, and there is my branding iron hanging outside of my office on the wall.  I was actually, I come from a farming/cattle community north of Fort Worth, and I had teased that I was going to get one of these made not even knowing where I could, and it came across my Facebook feed one day, and it happened to be somebody that I went to school with, and it's a little side business that they have on their ranch, and they make these basically with your initials so that you can brand your meat when you're grilling, and, so, I shot them an e‑mail and said I'm actually doing something and can you do five letters, because I explained all what it was, and they said, yeah, it'll be a little bit tight, but we can brand that on there if you want us to, and I said, well, what's the extra charge for the extra two letters, and they said nothing, so I said, okay, order it up, so there it is hanging outside of my office.
Okay, in Texas, we are divided up into eight health service regions, and, basically, what I have this up here for is just to show you that even though we are a large state, we are very rural, because up in the Dallas/Fort Worth area, that comprises 24 percent of the state's population.  Then down in Houston is another 27 percent of the state's population.  That's 51 percent.  So, that's basically 3 of the 254 counties in Texas, where 51 percent of the state's population lives, so the rest of the 49 percent live in the 253 counties of Texas, so we're very rural.  You will see that those counties where there are no dots, that means there is no birthing facility in that county.  So, someone who actually lives there and is going to be having a baby must drive two, three, four counties away to have that child.  So, we do have our problems with rural even though we are, I think most people think of us as being very urban, but we are very rural.  We have 299 hospitals in the state.  We certify those that have labor and delivery newborn hearing screening programs.  In the state, we have 12 children hospitals, 12 of which have NICU departments, and we certify those 7 children hospitals, and then we have 53 birthing centers that are, you know, run, and we have several that are reporting somewhat into our database, into the TEHDI MIS, the management information system, and so for a total of 249 reporting facilities.  We're still less than 400,000.  In fiscal year 2014, we were a little over 392,000 births.  We went down, and now because many, many people are moving to Texas, and I guess most of them are having children after they get there, we're slowly going back up, so we'll probably reach 400,000 before the next biennium.  
>> FEMALE SPEAKER:  Just to give some perspective, so how many babies are born in Texas every day?  
>> MALE SPEAKER:  Every day, 392 is about 1068 every day born in Texas.  That does bring it down to a little bit clearer perspective.  That means in Texas, we have 2 to 3 newborns that are deaf or hard of hearing that are new Texans that we are trying to track, monitor and follow‑up on in this very rural population that we have.  This is basically, the two little ones are the one at the top is the Dallas/Fort Worth area, and then the bottom one is Harris County, which is Houston, which is another big lots of dots, and that's how come we don't have that many dots in the other 254 counties, because of our 299 total hospitals.  So, we do certify our newborn hearing screening programs.  That is in statute, that they have to have a program, and the program has to be certified, and these are the four levels of certification that we have.  I'll start down at the bottom.  That's preliminary.  Preliminary just means that it's a new birthing facility that has never gone through the certification process before, so it's either a hospital that, as a matter of fact, we had one that stopped their labor and delivery a couple of years ago, they just reopened it, so they're back into the preliminary session, and then you can be previsional.  If you, right now with our rurals, if you obtain previsional, we re‑certify you every 6 months.  Standard right now is every 2 years, and distinguished is every 3 years.  We just went through a rural change, and what we did was we extracted the certification process out of rural because it takes forever and a day to get rules changed, and so we extracted the certification process out of rural and moved it into policy, so that if we want to make some changes, improve on the process, we can do it on a much quicker basis. 
Also, so those, the new rules and the new policies should be in place the end of March, first of April, we're not sure yet when the final ‑‑ they can now be following best practices, and so we're moving the distinguished down to every 2 years, the standard is being moved down from 2 to every year, we are keeping the previsional down to every 6 months, the previsional and the preliminary.  We're also, in our rules, or what will be our policy, if you're preliminary or previsional, and after you go through the certification process, if you meet the distinguished, we will only give you a standard, because you've cleaned up your house for a week, we're not too sure you're going to keep it clean, so we want to put you through the certification process again.  If that facility feels real sure about themselves, at their request, we will move them up and we will do the certification quicker so that if they get the distinguished again, then they can be under our distinguished list.  The way that the certification process starts is the program manager and the program supervisor receives a survey monkey with some questions that they need to respond to.  These questions were based on best practices, and it's kind of an educational tool, because what we're finding is that not everybody that's supervising the program really knows what they're supposed to be supervising.  
This is something new to the state where the supervisor had to have some type of credentialing, and where Texas is currently in its 84th legislative session, we meet every 2 years, not every year, like some states, we meet every 2 years, and, so, in the 82nd session is when they added the credentialing, and so to be a supervisor of a newborn hearing screening program, you have to be either a physician, a physician's assistant, a registered nurse or an audiologist, and even after 4 years, 5 years, we're finding that some people didn't know, they heard that they had to have a supervisor, but they didn't know that the supervisor had to be a specific discipline level, and so you'll see one of our questions where we're asking them to please identify what the supervisor is, and again, these were built on best practices in newborn hearing screening, and, so, it's trying to get those newborn hearing screening programs to just kind of stop and think.  Some of the responses that we'll get back is, oh, well, we didn't know we were supposed to do this, so how long do we have to put this in place, and it's really not, we don't tell them that we have to because we really don't have the teeth in our statute to tell them that, we're just asking them, if you're not doing this, how are you making sure that your program is doing exactly what it's supposed to be doing.  
So, you'll see, the first one is they just basically have to give us the name of their birthing facility, what city it's in and what county.  That's just to help us keep, because a lot of the facilities are merging with other systems and they're changing, so we want to make sure that our database is keeping up‑to‑date.  Then we're asking them to make sure that their profile in the TEHDI MIS is up‑to‑date, and then one or more of the newborn hearing screening staff attend the free trainings that are offered, and then what you'll see in orange is the four options that they have.  If they happen to say none of the above, then they get a question from us; how does your newborn hearing screening staff stay abreast in what is going on in the state, what's going on in the national level and newborn hearing screening.  Our facility maintains a current list of hearing screening staff and supervisors.  If they say no, again, we come back with them and say thank you for your response, you said no to this question, how do you maintain, how do you keep up a list, how do you know your screening staff are receiving training, have had any training and when their training took place.  Written parental consent is secured before our staff or their parents identifying information into the TEHDI MIS.  We are a state that requires consent, not to screen, but to share the results with the state, and so if they say no, then we copy and paste the statute where the hospital, the birthing facility is responsible to receive that parental consent and then they are told to let us know when they put that into protocol so they can receive their certification results.  You can ask a question anytime during the presentation.
Let's see, our facility maintains a current list of hearing screening staff who have completed required trainings.  Our list includes the training title and most recent dates.  Training was completed per staff.  Again, if they say no, we ask them how do they keep up with that.  Some of our hospitals, you know, we've been doing hearing screenings since 2000, and they will say we don't have turn‑over, we've had the same screeners since 2000, and, so, for that little hospital that has maybe 10 births a month, we let them ride with that.  Our facility uses hearing screening equipment approved and listed by the department, on the department's website.  That is in statute, that they have to use the equipment that is approved by the department.  They say yes or no.  If they say no, then we cut and paste the statute, send that to them.  Then, because we don't trust them to really know what they're using, we ask them to list the equipment.  Very rarely do we find somebody that puts down something that's not on the approved list, but every now and then, we do, and so that's a worthwhile question, I feel. 
>> FEMALE SPEAKER:  And Doug, why do y'all certify equipment in Texas?  What's the value to that?  
>> MALE SPEAKER:  We only certify equipment that can be electronically uploaded into the TEHDI MIS, because we want it done expediently and without human error.  Okay, list the most recent service and/or calibration dates for equipment utilized.  If anything's over a year, then we ask them is this within the manufacturer's suggested timeframe, and I've never gotten anybody that's said anything less than a year.  Yes ma'am?  
>> SPEAKER: (Off mic.) 
>> MALE SPEAKER:  The question is who assumes the cost of the equipment.  It is the hospital's responsibility, and I believe there was a question over here?  Or was it the same question?  
>> FEMALE SPEAKER:  I do think it's important to note that our list of approved equipment is pretty extensive.  So, most of your major manufacturers are on that list, so there isn't a burden in terms of you can only buy the most expensive piece of equipment.  It's, you know, you can buy from all these different places, you know, any number of manufacturers, and I think that's an important point, that the majority of the vendors work with us to make sure their data can be uploaded into the system. 
>> MALE SPEAKER:  We currently do have 28 pieces of equipment on that approved list.  Okay, our faculty maintains written hearing screening procedures, which includes a backup plan for equipment issues and referral methodology to document screening procedures.  Again, if they say no, we ask them what happens, you know, so we work with them on that.  Our facility presides the hearing screening results to parents and has documentation that results were provided to the parents, yes or no.  Basically, if you ever say no, that's a red flag.  Our facility has scripts to be used by staff when reporting screening results to parents and when discussing parental consent.  Oh, we lost the orange on this one.  That's okay.  Our facility uses standard educational materials produced and provided by TEHDI to give to expecting parents, parents of newborns who did not pass their hearing screen, and parents of infants at risk for acquiring hearing loss, yes or no.  That is in our statute.  If they say no, then they get an e‑mail from us, please share your equipment with your, the educational materials that you use. 
Well, first, we check our list to see if they've already been approved.  If they haven't been approved, then we ask them to send that to us so that we can approve them, but I would say probably 95 percent of the birthing facilities in Texas do use our educational materials.  Our family, that's supposed to be facility, our facility provides the following when a newborn needs outpatient care, and check all that apply, and, so, different facilities do it different ways, but that gives us an idea of what's happening in that facility.  Our facility adds a referral as a professional contact into the TEHDI MIS, yes or no.  If they say no, then we let them know that they are impeding the continual care process, because if the professional isn't added as a professional contact, then the professional can't easily access the record to follow‑up with that infant.  Our facility performs outpatient re‑screenings for patients who did not pass their initial hearing screening prior to discharge, yes or no, and that's really, they can say no on that one, we just need to know the answer to that one so we know how to reply to the next one.  Our next one is our facility makes referrals to the department of assistive and rehabilitative services, early childhood intervention, when appropriate, through the TEHDI MIS, yes or no.  If they say yes to the one above that and then they say no to this one, we tell them that according to IDEA, they are required, upon having the suspicion that an infant or child under the age of 3 has a developmental delay, that they have to make that referral to ECI, and in the state of Texas, we have determined that that suspicion comes into play once the baby does not pass that outpatient re‑screen.  If they don't pass at that point, then the suspicion is there, they're supposed to go ahead and refer to ECI so ECI can assist the parents in the confirmation or the clearing of that child being deaf or hard of hearing.  
Name and contact information of the program manager, name and contact information of the program supervisor, discipline of the above named program supervisor, and we list physician, physician assistant, registered nurse, audiologist and other.  If you check other and put LVN, OB technician, then you get cut and paste of the statute that says are you aware, by statute, your program supervisor must be one of the above, so it's a trick question, but that's okay.  Then if they say no, we weren't aware of that, then they'll say we have to check with our hospital administrator to see who they're going to assign as the program supervisor, then in a day or two, we'll get an e‑mail or a phone call from them, and they'll say Mary Jo has been added as our program supervisor, and then we say, well, what training has she had, and they go, um, none, and, so, then we say, well, she needs to complete this, this, this and this, and you can find it all on our website, and please let us know when she's completed this so that we can actually put her and enlist her as the program supervisor, but until that time, you're just kind of in status quo.  Name of person and contact information of the person, if not the manager or the supervisor who is completing this survey.  So, sometimes, it's just somebody in the unit that's responding to it.  Sometimes, we will get two or three different responses from the same facility because it does go to different people and they're not talking to left‑hand, not talking to the right‑hand, and so we will look at their responses, and they're different, and we tell them that they need to have a meeting and get together and decide which response is correct so that we know how to work with them, but it does happen every now and then.  Here's a report card in the certification metrics. 
>> FEMALE SPEAKER:  So, um, over the last couple of years, there's been an emphasis on sort of looking at the metrics and making sure that when we measure the effectiveness of our programs, are we really looking at the right data elements, and so we follow very much what some of the standards are, you know, are we screening 99 percent of our kids before they leave the hospital, what's our pass rate, or our refer rate, and then we have a series of ones related to follow‑up, you know, for the kids who didn't pass the screening, do they have contact information, do you have a PCP letter, do you have an outpatient provider, and then are records electronically imported timely.  What I want to talk about here, which is really, really important, is prior to Doug's arrival, we were doing this with our previous TEHDI coordinator, and the emphasis was on 100 percent of the babies.  So, if you asked the question, did you enter contact information for 100 percent of your babies for a particular hospital, if they had, let's just say they had 10 babies and they managed to get contact information for 9 of them, which is great, but the one baby they didn't get contact information on was a child who didn't pass, that metric really doesn't tell us anything except they're really good at documenting stuff, but they're not good at documenting the stuff that's most important to us, which are the kids who didn't pass and who need additional follow‑up care.  
So, when we modified these, the emphasis was on the children who did not pass the screen and did not pass in our world is defined as a bilateral refer, a unilateral refer, a not indicated, so not screened for medical reasons, maybe parents are deaf or there was some other medical condition involved, or the child did not get the screen in the hospital.  So, those are the four categories of children that we focus on when we say did you get contact information, did you get a PCP, did you send a letter to the PCP.  There's an emphasis on letters to the parents, but there's been, that's kind of on hold right now, but there will be a focus on that in the near future, on sending those letters to the families, and what's been really interesting about this process is we use these same metrics for both report cards, which people get every two months, and then certification, which he's described, and we've actually had hospitals not pass because of one baby, which, I don't know, did anybody sit in on Karl's last session?  The question was if you had two kids and only one kid didn't get done, why didn't that one kid get done, and he said but you only had two kids, why didn't you get it done, and that's what we're seeing at hospitals.  If you have five kids and you manage to do four of them, great, but you only had to focus on five children, and so it's been really eye‑opening, because some of our programs, who have historically been very successful, have not been as successful with this new model, but it has opened their eyes to say, oh, I only need to really put my energy into these children.  We obviously care about a hundred percent of our kids, but we want to put the most energy into the ones who are the most vulnerable.  Since we've done this, we've had a couple of hospitals who haven't done so well, but then we have other hospitals who soar, so it's been hard to predict what's going to happen, but these are what we do pass out.  It's a report that we run, and then we use mail merge from Excel into Outlook, so we send these via e‑mail.  So, we just do a quick mail merge, and we send it to the providers or to the hospitals, and they usually get it within a week or two after we've run the data.  
>> MALE SPEAKER:  And I've been with the TEHDI since July of 2013, and that's actually when this report card system went into place, so it went into place before I got there.  In our abstract, we talked about that we would talk about the pros and the cons, and we're down to, like, 4 minutes.  One of the cons with this system is one previsional and one of these metrics, you end up being a previsional hospital.  So, you mess up on one of these metrics, then you're previsional, and, so, haven't been able to do anything with that, because, again, remember, this was in rural, and it takes forever and a day to do anything with rural, so we've extracted it, and as soon as my policy gets into place, we're going to rework this, and we keep talking about the pros and cons of either weighting some of them or giving them an average on some of them, but somehow, just because a hospital just doesn't do, you know, does poorly in one area doesn't mean that they get a previsional.  It may bring them down to standard, but to say you are previsional because you messed up on this one metric, I feel that's a little harsh, and, so, we want to be more realistic in our certification process.  So, any questions?  Yes ma'am?  
>> SPEAKER: (Off mic.) 
>> MALE SPEAKER:  The question is what is the consequence?  Is there a point in time that they are no longer allowed to screen?  By statute, they have to have a certified program.  At this point in time, the Texas has not taken the stance that they are going to de‑certify anyone.  By rural, we do have in there that if you hit previsional two times in a row, you are at risk for de‑certification, but we have not taken that stance at this point.  We usually start working with the risk manager of that facility to try to work with them on getting some improvement, providing them technical assistance and all that.  We're down to 2 minutes.  Yes ma'am?  
>> SPEAKER: (Off mic.) 
>> MALE SPEAKER:  Correct, and that's why we've not taken the stance to de‑certify.  So, we're doing everything we can to not de‑certify.  We have not de‑certified for that very reason, especially if it's one of the, if it's out in west Texas, where it's the only hospital within six counties, so I hate to say it, but, you know, not as good is better than nothing, so that's kind of the way we're having to go with things because we are such a rural state.  Yes ma'am?  
>> SPEAKER: (Off mic.) 
>> MALE SPEAKER:  I am working, the hospital themselves, they do get a, if, upon request, we will print them a very nice little certificate that says they're distinguished that they can hang in their well baby nursery.  I am working on getting approval through the huge agency that I'm in to put the distinguished birthing facilities on our website, just to kind of pat them on the back and say good job, thank you very much, because this is basically an unfunded mandate, but the answer to your question is no, but I'm trying, really trying.  Back over here?  
>> SPEAKER: (Off mic.) 
>> MALE SPEAKER:  No.  Some hospitals do do follow‑up.  Our statute says that they're supposed to do follow‑up, they're supposed to assist the families in getting the outpatient.  Some facilities do.  
>> SPEAKER: (Off mic.) 
>> MALE SPEAKER:  Oh okay.  
>> SPEAKER: (Off mic.) 
>> MALE SPEAKER:  No.  Our care coordination is part of our contract.  We're out, but I will let you know.  There is our list right there of our facilities.  We do have 60 percent that are distinguished.  You had a question over here?  Is it quick?  
>> SPEAKER: (Off mic.) 
>> MALE SPEAKER:  Because the suspicion is there. 
>> SPEAKER: (Off mic.) 
>> MALE SPEAKER:  It overloads them, but they really appreciate it.  They work with us real well on that.  
>> SPEAKER: (Off mic.) 
>> MALE SPEAKER:  Yes.  Yes.  Uh‑huh.  Yeah, because they're working with them to work through the process, to help them find an audiologist.  If it's a impoverished family and they are having transportation issues, ECI can help them, provide them with services to get them to the audiologist.  
>> SPEAKER: (Off mic.) 
>> MALE SPEAKER:  Yes.  Right.  It's more case management at the first referral.  Thank you very much. 
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